We study effects on accountability in government service delivery of decentralizing administration of an antipoverty program. While governments at both central and local levels are vulnerable to anti-poor policy biases owing to political capture, centralized delivery systems are additionally prone to bureaucratic corruption owing to problems in monitoring bureaucratic performance. Decentralizing the delivery system promotes cost-effectiveness and improves intra-regional targeting at low program scales. But inter-regional targeting may deteriorate, as central grants to high poverty regions shrink, owing to high capture of local governments by local elites in such regions.
Introduction
Decentralization of authority over administration of redistribution programs to local communities has recently become widespread in the developing world. These initiatives have transferred responsibility from central ministries to local governments or community representatives over procurement, selection of local projects and identification of beneficiaries. Such experiments have been introduced since the 1980s in Armenia, Albania, BosniaHerzegovina, Brazil, China, El Salvador, Georgia, India, Mexico, South Africa, Uganda and Uzbekistan (Conning and Kevane (1999) , Jimenez and Sawada (1999) , Mookherjee (2001) and World Bank (2000)). Other countries still characterized by traditional top-down delivery systems are currently contemplating adopting similar reforms.
The principal aim of these reforms has been to enhance accountability in the service delivery process by limiting problems inherent in the traditional centralized system. One of the most important of these is corruption among centrally appointed bureaucrats allocated authority over service delivery in local areas. While systematic empirical evidence on corruption is scarce for obvious reasons, there are innumerable case studies of high rates of corruption among government bureaucrats in the process of delivering public services. 1 The presumed argument in favor of decentralizing the delivery system is that local governments will be subject to electoral pressures from local citizens who are able to monitor delivery better than a distant central authority. Large scale bribery, cost-padding and diversions to the black market will be more noticeable by local residents that have to pay 1 Wade (1985, p. 474) ) for instance describes the bribery among irrigation bureaucrats in the Indian state of Andhra Pradesh, where he estimates illicit earnings from water bribes to be one or two times the annual salary for an Assistant Engineer, and three to five times for an Executive Engineer. Rose-Ackerman (1999, Chapter 1) cites numerous reports concerning diversion of commodities to the black market, and charging of bribes for delivering public services by government bureaucrats in diverse countries. These include diversion of coal and other producer goods to the black market in China at a profit of between 250 to 680%; payoffs needed to obtain subsidized loans in Eastern Europe, Russia, Lebanon, Kenya, Fiji, Korea and Pakistan; bribes for certifying unqualified people for subsidized housing in Washington D.C.; corrupt payments for receiving the best plots in land reform programs in India and Pakistan; fraud and corruption in processing of workmen's compensation claims in Brazil; 'routine' payments that need to be made by citizens to receive telephone installations, driving licenses, passports, electric connections in India, Russia and Ukraine.
these bribes and live in close proximity to local government officials. Residents are then likely to be motivated to eject such government officials from office, besides applying social sanctions. This will conceivably enhance accountability in the delivery process.
Yet this presumption of greater accountability under decentralization is frequently questioned, since it is based on the assumption that local democracy will function effectively.
It assumes a level of literacy and political awareness among citizens that may be unrealistic for many poor countries. Numerous case studies exist of development programs being stymied by capture of local governments by powerful local elites, that distort and divert public programs to benefit themselves at the expense of poor minorities. 2 In the Federalist Papers (no. 10), such concerns about local capture led James Madison to argue for retention of powers at the federal level (Hamilton, Madison and Jay (1787[1937 pp 62-70] ).
Political scientists (such as Crook and Manor (1998) have accordingly studied patterns of participation by the poor in local politics in a number of countries in South Asia and Africa, in order to predict the level of accountability that can be expected from local governments under decentralization. These empirical studies, as well as our own theoretical analyses Mookherjee (1999, 2000) ) lead to no uniform or general conclusions about relative vulnerability of different levels of government to special interest capture. 3 The purpose of this paper is to treat the extent of local capture (vis-a-vis capture of 2 Gaiha, Kaushik and Kulkarni (1998, 2000) conclude following a survey of implementation of rural development programs implemented by local government bodies (called gram panchayats) in the state of Uttar Pradesh (UP), India: "A survey of 3 districts in UP on the implementation of the 2 major anti-poverty programs, viz.
JRY and IRDP in 1997 points to the pervasiveness of rent-seeking behavior in all the Gram Panchayats. As a result, there were large-scale diversions of resources. The benefits of JRY, IRDP and the other rural development programs to the poor were minimum.... Regardless of whether the Panchayat chairperson belonged to upper or lower castes, there was little variation in the method and pattern of domination by the locally powerful groups".
In similar vein, Tendler (1997) describes how powerful local elites tended to be the most important roadblock in improving health services in the Brazilian town of Ceara.
3 This is in contrast to the approach of Seabright (1996) , who assumes that accountability is invariably higher at the local level. In his theory this is a benefit of decentralization which needs to be traded off against possible losses in policy coordination across regions.
higher level governments) as an exogenous parameter reflecting local poverty and political institutions. Our purpose is to theoretically examine their consequences for the impact of decentralization on potentially observable measures of performance of an anti-poverty program. These measures include cost-effectiveness, community insurance against shocks to local costs or need, intra-regional and inter-regional targeting.
We model the implications of a corrupt centralized bureaucracy that is either not subject to any monitoring at all by their supervisors in the central ministry, or to weak auditing and oversight mechanisms. The lack of control over bureaucrats' performance in the centralized system stems from problems of measuring their performance, owing to the absence of suitable market-based metrics, and high communication costs endemic in developing countries. Efforts to monitor targeting performance of merit goods in far-flung communities in a country with poor accounting and information systems are quixotic at best. Consequently, centrally appointed bureaucrats with monopoly power over local service delivery face few obstacles in padding costs and diverting goods to the black market. For the sake of theoretical clarity we assume for most part that central bureaucrats are subject to no oversight at all. The principal results are qualitatively unaltered if bureaucrats are subject instead to random infrequent leaks or audits that result in imposition of (pecuniary or nonpecuniary)
penalties. 4
In the decentralized system, delivery authority is shifted to elected local governments.
These governments are subject to electoral competition with special interest capture, in the style of Grossman and Helpman (1996) . The local government is responsive to the welfares of local residents, but with a bias against the poor. This represents the phenomenon of local capture, which arises for two reasons: lower levels of political awareness of the nonpoor, and campaign contributions by the nonpoor in exchange for preferential treatment in services.
Political influence replaces bribery as the mechanism for diverting services to local elites 4 The problem with centralization that we focus on, therefore, has relatively little to do with corruption at higher levels of government. Central politicians may or may not be able to receive some kickbacks from central bureaucrats: the key point is that they hardly have any power to control the corruption even if they wished to. Accordingly informed voters cannot expect central politicians to be able to root out corruption:
the targeting failures are endemic to a centralized system, irrespective of whichever party happens to be in power.
under decentralization. The extent of capture of a local government is likely to be higher in communities with a higher poverty rate.
Higher levels of government are also subject to a similar process of electoral competition on a national scale. Consequently both local and national governments will have an anti-poor bias, though possibly to varying degrees (which we treat as a parameter). The national government is responsible for raising revenues and allocating lumpsum grants to different communities, based only on information concerning population sizes and poverty rates of different regions (but not the realization of local needs or costs). Inter-regional allocations will thus depend on the political objectives of the national government, and on its expectation regarding the nature of intra-regional targeting of allocated grants under either centralized or decentralized systems.
In this setting it is not surprising that the overall welfare effect of decentralization will depend on the extent of capture of local governments. Of greater interest are the implications for different observable dimensions of performance. In this respect we derive a number of results which are qualitatively robust with respect to different specifications of the model:
(i) The decentralized regime is in general more cost-effective, owing principally to the fact that local governments represents the interests of users, in contrast to bureaucrats appointed by the central government.
(ii) Neither regime is able to provide for any degree of community insurance, owing to incentive problems between local and central government officials. 5
(iii) With respect to intra-regional targeting, the decentralized regime performs better at smaller scales of the program, but worse at higher scales. Owing to this, the center constrains grants to local governments in the decentralized system to scales 5 This result stems from our assumption that local governments do not have any authority or ability to raise local revenues. In the presence of local revenue raising ability, the decentralized regime is capable of providing some degree of community insurance under a system of matching grants from the central government. It also depends on our abstraction from self-targeting mechanisms, where distributions of the good are bundled with a work requirement.
small enough to prevent leakages. The consequence is that the realized intra-regional targeting performance of the decentralized system is superior.
(iv) The principal drawback with decentralization in regions of poor local governance will thus be manifested in a smaller scale of the program (implying greater cutbacks to the poor). Hence intra-regional targeting is likely to deteriorate: wealthier regions will witness greater reductions in poverty, creating greater inter-regional disparities in poverty.
It is important to emphasize the distinction between our approach and traditional theories of fiscal federalism (e.g., Oates (1972) , and reviewed recently in Inman and Rubinfeld (1996, 1997) , and Besley and Coate (1999) ). Our principal focus is on effects of decentralization on accountability in the service delivery process, an issue typically ignored in traditional approaches. In line with the reality of most poor countries, we abstract away from the possibility of citizens 'voting with the feet' as a way of enforcing some accountability in the centralized system. For the sake of theoretical clarity, we use a framework which is the opposite extreme of a Tiebout-style model and assume that every community has a heterogenous composition, with mobility costs high enough to prohibit any movements of people or goods across communities. 6 We also abstract from inter-community externalities, which also seems reasonable enough for many antipoverty programs involving distribution of food, clothing or housing generally, besides education or health programs when there is little movement across communities.
Our results can also be contrasted to those of the traditional approach. For example, almost all versions of the traditional literature agree on the principle that local public goods not subject to economies of scale or inter-regional spillovers should invariably be provided by local governments. Heterogeneity across communities in our approach weakens the ar-6 There is only limited evidence of Tiebout-style 'voting with the feet' or 'welfare magnet' effects even in the case of developed countries, as reported by numerous studies cited in Conning and Kevane (1999, p. 32 ).
This assumption is even more realistic in developing countries, owing to higher mobility and transport costs.
These include a greater importance of informal social norms that differentiate sharply between 'outsiders'
and 'insiders', making it more difficult for a resident of one region to be entitled to welfare benefits in other regions.
gument for decentralization (owing to the poorer inter-regional targeting performance that results), in contrast to the traditional approach where it strengthens the case for decentralization (owing to the greater diversity it allows relative to centralization). Moreover, the form of decentralization we study is far more limited than is typically considered in the traditional literature, which includes devolution of taxing authority to local governments.
It is more accurate to view the recent trends witnessed in developing countries as delegation of service delivery by the central government to a different set of agents, rather than a shrinkage in its authority. Hence many of the policy concerns in the traditional literature on fiscal federalism are not pertinent, e.g., concerning the need to coordinate tax policies across regions. Instead our principal focus is on cost-effectiveness and targeting of service delivery within regions. The nature of the trade-offs involved, and the policy implications, are therefore quite distinct.
It is worthwhile to clarify the essence of the contrast between centralization and decentralization in our model. The nature of the incentive problem is qualitatively different across the two systems: authority is shifted away from unsupervised central bureaucrats that seek to maximize bribe incomes, towards elected officials of local governments whose objective is to maximize the chances of staying in power. Economic corruption tends to be replaced by political corruption (in the form of diversion of services to local elites), despite the fact that all agents in either system behave in a self-interested fashion. The difference between the two systems does not stem from an ad hoc disparity between underlying preferences of concerned decision-makers, but rather from differing patterns of accountability arising from different information and incentive systems. 7
The nature of endowments, preferences and technology is presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes the nature of political capture that either local or central governments are subject 7 By contrasting communication costs that reduce the capacity of centralized systems to devise effective incentive systems, with the incentive problems inherent in delegating decision-making to local agents, our theory is similar to models of organizations developed by Laffont (1986, 1987) , Reichelstein (1992, 1997) , and Laffont and Martimort (1998) . Banerjee (1997) presents a related theory of targeting failures in a centralized system arising from bureaucratic corruption and wealth constrained citizens. Mookherjee (1998 Mookherjee ( , 2001 elaborates on similar problems in the design of incentive systems for bureaucrats in developing countries.
to, and Section 4 the problem of bureaucratic corruption that the centralized system is prone to. Sections 5 and 6 respectively describe the outcomes of the centralized and decentralized systems. Section 7 examines their relative performance with respect to targeting, in a setting which abstracts from cost-effectiveness and community insurance. Finally, Section 8 concludes.
Endowments and Utilities
There are m communities i = 1, 2, .... Community i has N i citizens, and is comprised of two classes: the poor and nonpoor. 8 Let the proportion of poor in community i be denoted π i . There are two goods: a consumption good, and money. A member of class k(= p, n) in community i has a utility function v k (y; η i ) + x defined over external supply (or purchase) y of the good by that person, and x, money left over after paying for purchases of this good.
The function v k is smooth, strictly increasing and concave in y. Moreover, the goodlike milk, tap water, vitamin supplements or schooling -is a necessity but not essential to survival. Hence total and marginal utility at zero consumption are both finite, while market demand for the nonpoor is subject to zero income elasticity, and a price elasticity less than one.
A key but natural assumption is that at any given level of service delivery, the poor derive a higher marginal utility, since they have smaller endowments of these goods to start with. Moreover, both total and marginal utility is strictly increasing in η i , a parameter of local need that applies to all members of community i (except at the point of zero consumption where η i does not affect the utility level). The realization of η i is known to all members of the community, but unknown to the central government, whose beliefs are represented by a probability distribution over a range
The good is available on a perfectly competitive market within each community. Suppliers of the good in community i incur a unit cost θ i of delivering this good, independent of 8 The nonpoor could be heterogenous with respect to their assets and preferences: as we shall see this will not matter, as long as their market purchases of the relevant good are not characterized by (local) income effects. We will therefore simplify by assuming that members of each class are homogenous.
the quantity delivered, where θ i has a given probability distribution over the range [θ i ,θ i ].
Owing to competition among suppliers, this good is supplied in community i at a constant price of θ i . The local bureaucrat and local residents can costlessly resell the good to others within their own community, so local black markets can open. In order to avoid complications arising from market links across communities, we assume that they cannot participate in the black markets of other communities (e.g., because the good in question is location-specific, or owing to large transport costs). 9
The poor have no money at all (after meeting their subsistence requirements), and can survive without purchasing any of the good, corresponding to the assumption that
is finite. So they will be not to able to purchase the good on the market, and end up with a utility of v p (0, η i ) in the absence of any government intervention. The nonpoor in contrast have sufficient money that their market purchases of the good are independent of their money stocks. Each nonpoor person consumes y * n (θ i , η i ) units of the good, where
plus their initial money stocks. Since the good is a necessity, we shall assume that
so every nonpoor person always buys positive quantities, but purchases are price inelastic (the elasticity of y * n with respect to θ i is less than one).
The constrained wealth of the poor prevents competitive markets from maximizing social surplus: the marginal utility of the good is higher for the poor, yet they are unable to enter into trades with the nonpoor who have a lower marginal utility for the good. This is precisely the welfare rationale for public provision of the good to the poor, financed by taxes levied on the nonpoor. If the deadweight cost per dollar taxes imposed on the non-poor is λ, then 9 Vouchers distributed by the program can be location-specific, as in the case of housing, schooling or health services. In the case of food, however, the good can conceivably be sold outside the local community.
But even this may entail significant transaction and transport costs, which may not make it worthwhile for individual households in isolated communities. Of course, if the financial returns are large enough, intermediaries could form to economize on these costs. In cases where sales in external markets is feasible, it will turn out that the performance of the centralized system will become worse. A more detailed examination of this case may be worthwhile in future work.
from an ideal utilitarian standpoint setting up such a redistributive program in community i would be worthwhile as long as (using E to denote the expectation operator):
assuming that the program purchases the good at cost θ i and distributes it to the poor in community i. However, this presumes a number of ideal conditions: that the good is purchased cost-effectively and targeted perfectly, and the government in question is occupied by a benevolent planner seeking to maximize a utilitarian welfare function which assigns identical welfare weights to the poor and the non-poor. 10
To illustrate the problems raised by lack of cost-effectiveness, community insurance and imperfect targeting, consider a hypothetical scenario where there is neither any political capture nor bureaucratic corruption. Then the government maximizes the utilitarian welfare function:
where y ki denotes the consumption of a class k person in community i, and t i is the net financial cost incurred by the nonpoor as a result of the program. The government would have access to all relevant information and face no implementation problems, and the ideal first-best allocation would result: poor individual in a community with local need η i and cost θ i would be delivered a quantity y 1 (θ i , η i ) of the good that would equate his marginal utility of consumption to the true cost of the good, inclusive of the deadweight costs of the tax revenue required to finance its provision:
Let the corresponding aggregate supply and expenditure grant for community i be given by
These are strictly increasing in local need and local cost. Hence implementation of the first-best requires information concerning these parameters.
10 The analysis can easily incorporate an additional welfare weight on the utilities of the poor, by inflating vp suitably: this would not alter the analysis qualitatively.
We now introduce some constrained versions of welfare-maximizing programs that will turn out to be useful in characterizing the outcomes of the centralized and decentralized systems along a number of different dimensions. These are therefore useful not for their own (i.e., normative) sake, but for describing the outcomes of different regimes. The secondbest allocation results when the public program fails to incorporate information concerning the local needs and local costs in apportioning expenditures across communities. The expenditure level G i for community i is then independent of θ i and η i . Assume however that the program is cost-effective and targeted perfectly within each community. In this
units of the good. The optimal expenditure grant G 2i for the program in community i solves:
The welfare gap between the first-best and second-best corresponds to the problem of lack of community insurance.
The third-best allocation corresponds to the situation where the the program is not costeffective, so the good is procured at the maximal cost rateθ i instead of θ i . This allocation satisfies the condition
and is smaller than the second-best level. The welfare gap relative to the second-best corresponds to the problem of cost-effectiveness.
The fourth-best allocation corresponds to the context where the government additionally fails to target delivery to the poor within any community. Then the good will be provided uniformly to the poor as well as non-poor within each community. The corresponding optimal expenditure grant G 4i solves
under the simplifying assumption that y * n (θ i , η i ) is large enough relative to λ to ensure that the resulting scale of per capita public provision is smaller than market demand of the nonpoor in all states. 11 The leakage of the good to the nonpoor is reflected in a higher markup 11 Under this condition, public provision displaces market expenditures of the nonpoor, so the marginal factor used for the fiscal cost of the program (
instead of λ). This causes public supply to shrink further, by an extent that depends on the poverty rate. The welfare gap between the fourth-best and third-best allocations thus reflects the problem of intra-regional targeting.
In the fourth-best allocation, per capita grants are higher for communities with a higher poverty rate, to make allowance for the lower rate of intra-regional leakages. A converse problem of inter-regional targeting arises when per capita grants do not adjust for differences in poverty rate, so that poorer regions are characterized by lower per capita grants. In such situations, the poor who happen to be located in communities with a higher poverty rate would end up worse off than the poor in more prosperous communities. There is no reason for such a pattern to arise in a constrained welfare maximizing exercise, but we shall see that political economy factors may occasionally give rise to such problems below.
Political Capture
This section explains the actual objectives of governments at local and national levels, in particular the causes and extent to which they are prone to anti-poor bias owing to asymmetries in political awareness and participation of the poor in special interest politics.
We draw on the analysis of this issue in our related papers Mookherjee (1999, 2000) ), which draws upon the earlier work of Baron (1994) and Grossman and Helpman (1996) .
Consider first the nature of policy preferences of local governments, elected following 'Downsian' competition between two parties to win a majority of votes from local residents.
Assume that a given fraction α p of the poor in every district are 'informed' voters, who cast their vote partly on the basis of their utility difference from the policies espoused by the two parties. A higher fraction α n of the non-poor in all communities are informed voters.
This reflects higher levels of literacy and political awareness of the non-poor. Evidence in favor of this hypothesis for the US is presented by Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996, Ch. value to the latter equals the market price θi, which is smaller than the fiscal cost of the provision. Morever, the marginal value of the good provided to the poor exceeds θi. 4). 12 While we are not aware of any evidence concerning variations in political awareness with respect to income or education status in developing countries, it seems plausible that acquiring and processing information is costly and time-consuming for the poor who are resource-constrained, illiterate, and overworked. 13 Another source of asymmetry is in participation in special interest group activity, such as election campaigns. Election campaigns are useful to sway the votes of uninformed voters, and special interest lobbies can seek to purchase 'influence' by contributing to these campaign funds. In the context of the United States, there is evidence covering the period 1952-88 that the propensity to contribute money, attend meetings and work on campaigns increased sharply with family income (Rosenstone and Hansen (1993, Table 8-2) . We capture the asymmetry between poor and nonpoor groups simply by assuming that only the nonpoor form a lobby that contributes to the election finances of the two parties in exchange for special favors.
In the Downsian tradition, we assume that each party can credibly commit to a policy platform. Such commitments could be the outcome of long-term reputational concerns of the two parties. The objective of each party is thus to maximize the probability of winning the election, while that of the lobby is to maximize the utility of a representative non-poor person.
Voting behavior is 'probabilistic': it additionally depends on intrinsic party loyalties of voters. The two parties are distinguished by an intrinsic advantage awarded to one party on some ideological or non-economic dimension, or on the basis of past performance.
These 'ideological' preferences are dispersed throughout the population according to a given uniform distribution. They may also be subject to random shocks that are the sum of a district-specific 'swing', and a nationwide 'swing' common to all districts. Informed voters 12 For instance, the most informed citizens were older males whose family incomes exceeded $50,000 annually. High income groups are overrepresented in the top 20% informed group relative to their demographic weight by 25%, and middle income groups by 18%. Low income groups in contrast were underrepresented in this group by 44%. These information gaps have remained stable over the last thirty to forty years.
13 Indian politics is continuously marked by a reference to 'poor vote banks', in which poor uninformed voters are herded by community leaders and 'delivered' to electoral candidates.
then trade off their party loyalties against the utility difference resulting from the electoral platforms of the two parties. Uninformed voters trade-off their loyalties against the difference in campaign spending. The randomness in voter loyalties implies that neither parties nor lobbies can predict which party will eventually win the election. However, one party is ex ante favored to win the election, if the two parties select the same policy platforms.
This asymmetry implies that the two parties do not select the same policy platforms in equilibrium.
It can be shown that in equilibrium each party selects a policy to maximize a linear welfare function, where the favored party assigns a greater welfare weight to the utility of the non-poor than the handicapped party, in exchange for higher campaign contributions from the nonpoor lobby. Specifically, party k = 1, 2 in elections to local government in district i selects a policy to maximize a welfare function
where U pi and U ni respectively represent the utilities of the poor and nonpoor in district i, φ k i is the probability that party k wins the election, and χ i is a parameter which reflects the relative importance of the uninformed voters in this district and how sensitive they are to campaign spending. Apart from the effect of lobbying, an additional source of antipoor bias in policy results from the lower level of political awareness among the poor. Let
denote the resulting premium placed on the welfare of the nonpoor, relative to the poor person: this parameter represents the extent to which the party in power in the local government of district i is captured. One would therefore expect that everything else remaining the same, the extent of capture will be increasing with respect to the local poverty rate, since this will tend to increase the relative importance of uninformed voters (hence the value of campaign finance to the parties), as well as the gap in political awareness between the poor and the nonpoor. Turn now to the national level. Consider the case where each district first selects a representative to a national assembly on the basis of a majority vote election. The national government is then composed of the party winning a majority of seats in the national assembly. The same results obtain when there is a single nation-wide voting district for the national election, or in a Presidential system where the nation's President is selected on the basis of winning a majority of first-past-the-post elections from different districts. Under the assumption that the number of districts is large, and that district-specific swings are also uniformly distributed, it can be shown that the objectives of the two parties in a national election aggregates their objective in local elections across different districts, resulting in a linear welfare function:
where χ is a parameter determining the effectiveness of campaign funds in mobilizing the support of uninformed voters at the national level, and φ k the probability that party k wins the election at the national level. The resulting level of capture (i.e., welfare weight on a nonpoor person vis-a-vis a poor person) in national policy-making of party k is thus
It is clear that the degree of relative capture at the two levels will depend on factors determining the relative effectiveness of campaign finance, and the relative win probabilities for each party in local and national elections. In Mookherjee (1999, 2000) it is shown that these depend in turn on the following political and demographic variables: (i) relative intensity of electoral competition at the two levels (which depends on the heterogeneity of voter party loyalties across districts), (ii) relative cohesiveness of the interest group and of voter awareness at national and local elections (which depends in turn on the nature of the media and extent to which the nonpoor is politically fragmented on other dimensions), and (iii) heterogeneity of different districts with respect to their poverty rates. There is no a priori reason to expect greater or lower capture at the local level on average, as these different factors can pull in different directions. The situation is further complicated when the national government is elected on the basis of proportional representation. The most common pattern that typically emerges from the theory is one where the extent of capture of local governments in different districts varies widely, with the level of national capture occupying an intermediate value.
To illustrate the intuition underlying this, if districts vary with respect to their poverty headcount rates, poorer districts will tend to have a larger fraction of uninformed voters, and local governments in those districts will therefore be prone to greater capture. Since the national poverty rate will be an average of the district-level poverty rates, so will the national fraction of uninformed voters (hence national capture) tend to average the local fractions of uninformed voters (local capture).
From our perspective, however, the extent of political capture at any level of government may be treated as an exogenous parameter, which depends on a variety of political institutions. No prior restriction can be imposed, except perhaps for the pattern wherein poorer districts are prone to greater capture at the local level, with national capture somewhere in-between the extremes of the range of local capture.
The Centralized Regime
Consider first the centralized system in which responsibility for delivery is delegated to bureaucrats appointed by the central government. We assume a simple structure of the bureaucracy where a bureaucrat is appointed for any given district. The role of the bureaucrat is to monitor local cost and need, procure the good and then identify who the good should be delivered to. Information concerning these local parameters is costlessly available ex post to the assigned bureaucrat. In contrast the central government does not have access to any effective system of supervision of the information and actions chosen by the bureaucrat, who is remunerated a fixed salary.
If the bureaucrats were honest, the system would work as follows. Let B i denote the local bureaucrat assigned to community i, whose role is to gather information about η i and θ i , and send this information to the central government (denoted CG). Having received this information, CG will authorize the first-best expenditure G 1i (θ i , η i ) to B i , who would then use this to locally procure supplies of the good at cost θ i , and then distribute the good to the poor. If B i were honest, he would report local information to CG honestly, procure the good at true cost, and distribute the good to the local poor. cannot utilize any form of nonlinear pricing on the 'black' market: resale is costless, and the discrepancy between discriminatory prices would be eliminated by arbitrage. It is clear
units on the black market, i.e., the total market demand of the nonpoor in this community. In case the available quantity Y i exceeds this amount, it would not pay B i to attempt to sell more at a lower price, since the market demand of the nonpoor is price-inelastic. In the event that
, the optimal course of action for the corrupt bureaucrat therefore is to sell exactly N i (1 − π i )y * n (θ i , η i ) units on the black market, and (given the assumption of lexicographic preferences) deliver the rest to the poor. In any given state, therefore, the poor do receive some of the good allocated to that community, but only if the aggregate supply is large enough relative to the market demand of the nonpoor.
An alternative reason that bureaucrats might deliver services to the poor to some extent, of course, is that some degree of monitoring of their activities does take place, either by an 14 It is plausible that information concerning physical procurement and delivery levels is 'hard' information, verifiable by third parties, while information concerning local cost and need is nonverifiable. Government record-keeping frequently concerns physical purchases and movement of goods, rather than their temporal market or consumption valuations. We are also assuming that information concerning community supplies Yi is verified by government auditors, but not utilized by CG to design superior performance based incentive schemes for bureaucrats.
occasionally honest (and courageous) supervisor, subordinate, or other whistleblowers (such as the media), and verifiable reports of corruption are followed by imposition of penalties by the central government. The resulting compliance incentive would then be similar to that of corrupt taxpayers who comply partially with their tax obligations owing to a certain probability that their evasion activities will be detected and punished, as in the theory of Allingham and Sandmo (1972) or Yitzhaki (1974) . Then a positive fraction of supplies will be targeted to the poor. We shall later show that our main qualitative results would be unaltered in this extension. For the time being we therefore abstract from control of bureaucratic corruption achieved by monitoring.
With reported expenditure iθ i Y i being reimbursed by the government, the illegal earnings of B i equals
i.e., the sum of income realized from cost-padding of the supply Y i , and from black market sales to the nonpoor. Then B i will optimally want to expand the scale of the program and pad costs to the maximum permissible extent. Realizing that the mechanism gives rise to such incentives, and that only a fraction of expenditures actually reach the poor, the central government in turn will seek to restrict expenditure allotments, even if it is not subject to any form of 'capture' by special interest groups (e.g., of the nonpoor that strive to limit the taxes that finance the program).
It is now possible to derive the allocation that will actually result when delivery is delegated to corrupt centralized bureaucrats. From the discussion above, it is evident that such a bureaucrat will allocate a given supply Y i of the good on a preferred basis to the nonpoor upto their total market demand, and thereafter allocate the remainder to the poor.
In a given state (θ i , η i ), then the net utility gains of the two groups respectively are
and
The nonpoor derive no advantage whatsoever, since they substitute open market purchases by black market purchases at the same price. The poor do get some of the good delivered in states when there is something left over after meeting the black market demand of the nonpoor. The entire leakage is pocketed by the bureaucrat.
Suppose B i is granted an expenditure limit of G i for market purchases of the good by the central government. Then B i has to decide how to use this budget: i.e., must select how much of the good Y i to purchase, and what costθ i to report on the accounts, subject to the constraint that the expenditure on the booksθ i Y i does not exceed G i , andθ i does not exceed the maximum possible costθ i . His problem is to maximize his total income resulting from these decisions, as given by (11), subject to these two constraints. The solution to this problem is to setθ i =θ i , and
, i.e., pad accounting cost and expenditure of the budget to the maximum permissible limit. 15
The maximized income of B i then equals
which is a strictly increasing, concave function of allotted grant G i . For small grant levels, B i can pocket the entire allotment himself, since the actual procurement cost can be recovered completely from black market sales, so that the income of B i equals the reported expenditure level reimbursed by the government. This is always true for instance for grants smaller The optimality of reportingθi =θi is evident from (11) no matter what the supply decision Yi is: it maximizes the income from cost-padding (the first term on the right-hand-side of (11). And givenθi =θi, it is always optimal to increase Yi as far as the expenditure budget will allow, since this increases cost-padding income by more (θi per unit) than it does procurement cost (θi per unit), so even if Bi throws away the incremental supply of the good his income will be higher.
underlying incentive to expand procurement as far as is permitted by the budget, and is the basic reason that the poor end up with something at all.
If bureaucrats are employed on a fixed salary basis, it follows from (14) that there is no way for the local bureaucrat to credibly communicate local cost or needs to the central government. Any attempt by the latter to elicit this information via a reporting or budgeting system would cause local bureaucrats to manipulate these reports to maximize their allocated budgets. Hence actual expenditure allocations made by the central government cannot be conditioned on information about local cost or need. Community grants can be based only on publicly available information, such as relative population sizes and poverty rates. The centralized system then fails to achieve any community insurance. 16
In addition, the allocation fails to be cost-effective, and realizes a poor standard of targeting. Leakages are entirely intramarginal: above a threshold (determined by the market demand of the nonpoor) increased expenditure allotments are targeted one hundred percent to the poor. And only the poor benefit from the existence of such a program, whilst the nonpoor end up paying the taxes that finance it. The only rationale for the central government to maintain the program is the political support of the poor.
Central Grants
The outcome of the centralized regime eventually depends on the grants G 1 , . . . , G m authorized for different regions by the central government. Assuming that bureaucrats form an insignificant proportion of the voting population, the policy platform of party k = A, B in 16 It will achieve some degree of intercommunity targeting if incentive mechanisms for bureaucrats can be utilized in some form. These could conceivably take the form of explicit performance incentive mechanisms which make compensation contingent on budget size or the aggregate scale Yi of services delivered. Or they could result from competition for rents between upper and lower level bureaucrats.
national elections will seek to maximize 17
The identity of the political party k enters only through the dependence of the capture coefficient δ nk . So to simplify notation we shall henceforth suppress k in the notation. (15) shows how central grant allocations trade off between the effect of increased expenditure allotments on the preferences of poor informed voters (what may be referred to as the votebank effect, the first term on the right-hand-side of (15)), with the cost imposed on the nonpoor who fund the program through their taxes. Note that there is a nonconcavity with respect to the vote-bank effect, since only expenditures above a minimum scale actually reach the poor. Hence any expenditure allotments that are actually made, must be at a certain minimum scale, and do trickle down to the poor (at least in some states of the world). From the standpoint of utilitarian social welfare, however, the outcome of a centralized bureaucracy is worse than the fourth-best allocation: it fails to achieve any costeffectiveness or community insurance, and targeting is poorer than uniform provision of the good within each community (the standard assumed in the fourth-best). We summarize these results in the following proposition (in which we use the term capture parameter to denote the relative welfare weight assigned to the nonpoor by the political party forming a government at the center).
Proposition 1 The outcome of centralization is the following:
17 In deriving (15) we have made use of expressions (12, 13) above for the benefits Up, Un obtained by different classes from a given expenditure level, and the fact that the entire fiscal burden of the program is borne by the nonpoor, since they are the only ones paying any taxes. This expression also supposes that political parties at the national level are uncertain about the realization of local cost and need parameters in any given community. Alternatively, expenditure allotments are decided and held fixed for a given period of time, such as the period of incumbency following any election, during which local community costs and needs vary randomly. As explained above, the centralized system does not allow expenditure assignments to be conditioned on the realization of these shocks. Then voters' policy preferences will be based on the expected utility they expect to realize from any given expenditure assignments.
(i) The expenditure grant G i allocated to community i by a central government with a
capture parameter δ n is independent of the actual realization of θ i , η i , and selected to maximize
(ii) Given expenditure grant G i , the good is procured at an 'official' price ofθ i , and the total supply of the good to community i is
. Of this, the total amount delivered to the poor equals max{0,
the remainder being diverted to the black market. (iii) The resulting level of (per capita) utilitarian welfare in community i
falls below the fourth-best level.
Decentralization
Now suppose that the responsibility for local procurement and allocation of the good is devolved to elected local governments, who are financed by grants from the central government. Taxing power as well as authority over intercommunity transfers is retained by the central government. The only switch relative to the centralized mechanism is that local authority over procurement and intracommunity allocation is shifted from a local bureaucrat who seeks to maximize illegal income, to a local government that represents the interests of local citizens. The local government has access to the same information concerning local cost and need parameters as centralized bureaucrats assigned to that district. Hence local governments are not subject to comparable agency problems of bureaucratic corruption that the central government is. This is the prime advantage of the decentralized program.
To highlight it in its most pristine form we shall suppose that officials of the local government either procure and distribute the good themselves. Alternatively they delegate it to local bureaucrats that they appoint and closely supervise, thereby avoiding bureaucracy agency problems. This corresponds to Robert Wade's depiction of the Korean irrigation bureaucracy.
The potential disadvantage of the decentralized system, however, is that it is subject to political capture: local governments will be subjected to pressures from the local nonpoor to divert the good to them instead. Intra-district targeting will be determined by the politics of local capture, while grant allocations to different districts will continue to be determined by the central government (given their expectations concerning targeting at the local level).
Consider first what happens within a given community i, after it has received grant G i from the center. In the case where the grant is tied to purchases of the specific good in question, it is apparent that the local government will want to maximize the total supply of the good that it has available to distribute among its residents. Hence it will seek to procure the good from the market at the going price θ i , and will derive no advantage from cost-padding (since any incomes earned thereby from cost-padding cannot be diverted to other goods favored by the nonpoor, given that the grant is tied). 18 Hence the good will be procured cost-effectively under decentralization, allowing delivery cost economies relative to the centralized bureaucracy outcome. Such outcomes have frequently been noted in the Indian state of West Bengal following experiments with expenditure decentralization (Dasgupta (1997) ). The principal reason is that decisions are made in the interests of users of the good, rather than of outside bureaucrats who derive no personal benefit from service delivery.
Given grant G i , the local government will be able to procure
units of the good. How will it allocate this supply among its residents? To study this, we need to calculate the net benefits of the two classes from receiving the good. These are given by
where the expression for V p assumes that the aggregate supply of the good is smaller than the first-best level. 19 For the non-poor upto the point that supply is less than their market demand, the marginal value of the good exactly equals its market price θ i , since public allocation will exactly substitute for market purchases. If they are supplied more than their market demand, they will have no option but to consume the entire supply, since they will be unable to sell it on the market: the poor will be unable to pay, while there is no scope for trades among the nonpoor. Then the marginal utility of the public allocation for the nonpoor drops below the market price θ i . For the poor, on the other hand, the marginal value of the good will equal the marginal utility of consumption of the good, upto the point that they are allocated less than their own (income-unconstrained) market demand
Over this range, they will value it at more than the going market price θ i . If they are allocated more than their market demand, they will seek to sell the good on the market. Given our assumption concerning the overall scale of supply to the community, if the poor are supplied more than their first-best allocation, the nonpoor must be supplied less than their first-best allocation (equal to their market purchase). Hence there will be (black) market demand of the nonpoor that the poor can offload their excess supplies to, at the market price θ i . Over this range the poor's marginal valuation of the good equals the market price. The nature of marginal valuations of the good to the two groups are illustrated in Figure 1 .
INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE
19 It is possible, of course, that this condition is not satisfied in equilibrium for some states . Then the value of the good to the nonpoor will take a more complicated form, but will not alter our qualitative results.
Given the political compulsions on the local government, represented by capture parameter δ l i , it will allocate total community supply Y i between the two classes in state (θ i , η i ) to maximize the welfare function (again suppressing party identity k in the notation):
subject to the resource constraint
The effect of local capture is to inflate the marginal value of delivery to the nonpoor by the capture coefficient δ l i . Any given unit of the good will be allocated upon comparing this inflated marginal value for the nonpoor with the marginal value of the good to the poor.
if it exists, and 0 otherwise. Then the poor will be served on a preferential basis upto consumption level of y * , following which the nonpoor will be served upto their market demand, with sharing between the two groups thereafter. The pattern of targeting that results is illustrated in Figure 2 .
INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE
The decentralized system thus targets small grants better than the centralized one, provided local capture is not so great that it prevents any delivery to the poor altogether.
The decentralized system initially serves poor residents on a preferential basis, after which it switches to the non-poor, exactly reversing the sequence in a centralized system. For large grants, on the other hand, the centralized mechanism could end up delivering more to the poor: once the black market demand of the nonpoor has been met, the poor get all of the remainder. Hence the relative success of the two systems depends on the scale of expenditures on the program: small grants will be targeted better in the decentralized regime, and larger grants will be targeted worse. This result will continue to hold even in other settings where the centralized system ensures some degree of targeting owing to monitoring of bureaucrats: as noted above such a system would generally induce a positive fraction (less than unity) of all expenditures to be delivered to the poor.
Finally we need to consider how the center determines expenditure grants in the decentralized environment. This raises a number of issues concerning how local and central governments negotiate with one another. For instance, if the same party governs both at the local and central level, it is plausible that the governments at two levels will cooperate with one another, sharing information and working out a common strategy that advances the general interest of the party. But conflict may result if different parties govern at the two levels. Since our main objective is to compare the outcome with that of a centralized bureaucracy, we shall consider the scenario which compares exactly with our formulation of the latter mechanism. Specifically, assume that each local government behaves opportunistically, and does not cooperate with the central government. It therefore seeks to obtain as large a grant as possible for itself from the center, and misrepresents its information about local need and cost in order to manipulate the grant it receives. Moreover, the party in power at the central government decides community grants to serve its political motives at the national level. As a result, community grants in the decentralized regime fail to achieve any community insurance, and end up being independent of local shocks. To the extent that the assumption of total noncooperation is not realistic, the local government mechanism may be able to achieve some degree of community insurance. In that case the balance will tilt further in favor of the decentralized mechanism.
Let y k (y; δ l i , η i , θ i ), k = p, n denote the intracommunity allocation generated by a per capita supply of y to the community, when the local capture coefficient is δ l i , and the realized local need and cost parameters are (η i , θ i ). Then a central government with capture parameter δ n will determine the allocation of expenditure grants across communities to
The first term on the right-hand-side of (23) represents the effect on votes from the poor.
The second represents the political benefit imputed to delivering the good to the nonpoor, while the third incorporates loss of support from the nonpoor since their tax payments eventually fund the system. The last effect clearly dominates the second, since the nonpoor pay for the program but receive only part of the benefit. Overall, the program causes political parties to lose support from the nonpoor, who will exercise pressure to limit its size.
Proposition 2 The allocation resulting under expenditure decentralization is the following. (i) Community grant G i for community i is independent of local shocks, and is chosen to
maximize π i E θ i ,η i [V p (y p ( G i N i θ i ; δ l i , η i , θ i ), η i ) + δ n (1 − π i )V n (y n ( G i N i θ i ; δ l i , η i , θ i ), η i )] − δ n (1 + λ)G i (24) (ii) Given grant G i ,
the good is procured at true cost θ i . It is thereafter allocated as follows:
it is allocated entirely to the poor uptil a per capita procurement of π i y * , above which the good is supplied entirely to the nonpoor upto their market demand y * n , with any excess shared between the two groups so as to equate V p and δ l i V n . The relative levels of political capture at central and local levels thus plays a key role in determining which of the two modes generates higher welfare. When there is no capture at either level, the decentralized mode achieves second-best welfare (i.e., perfect costeffectiveness and targeting), in contrast to the centralized mode (which performs no better than the fourth-best allocation). In this case decentralization enables a reduction in the bureaucratic corruption that afflicts the centralized system, without creating any countervailing distortions.
(iii) The resulting level of (per capita) social welfare in community
At the other extreme as the extent of local capture becomes arbitrarily large, decentralization serves to divert the good almost entirely to the nonpoor (as long as they always derive positive marginal utility from consuming the good). Knowing this, the center (irrespective of the level of capture at the national level) does not find it worthwhile to allocate any expenditure grants to local communities, since the value of the good to the nonpoor falls below the tax burdens they bear to support the program; the program tends to close down altogether. If the centralized system provides positive community grants, it must then achieve a superior welfare level, owing to its ability to deliver to the poor in some (albeit imperfect) degree. Hence in circumstances where the problem of local capture is sufficiently great relative to that at the national level, centralization may be the lesser of the two evils.
In one special case, however, the two regimes can be unambiguously ranked, where the demand of the non-poor is deterministic. In the contexts of certain commodities, such as schooling or health care, it is plausible to suppose that the market demand of the nonpoor does not not vary with the state, since the marginal utility of the service beyond a certain level is zero. Ignoring differences in quality, it is frequently the case that the rich send all their children to school and purchase all the health care they need on private markets, irrespective of what market prices happen to be (i.e., over the range of normal variation of market prices), and would derive no further utility from additional levels of provision.
If the local community is sufficiently polarized, the nonpoor consist entirely of such rich
households. In such a case, once the market demand of the nonpoor has been met, local governments will not allocate any further units of the good to them, irrespective of the level of local capture. Then intracommunity targeting in the decentralized system is unambiguously better than in the centralized system: see Figure 3 where the decentralized delivery pattern is represented by the locus abce, and the centralized pattern by locus adce. It is therefore natural to expect in this case that the decentralized system always dominates the centralized one, irrespective of the nature of political distortions, or underlying uncertainties in local cost and need. We have been able to verify this in the case where the utility function of the poor takes the form v p (y, η i ) = η i v(y), where v(.) is a homothetic function.
INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE

Targeting Comparisons
In order to gain additional insight into the relative targeting performance of the two delivery modes, it is useful to focus exclusively on this dimension, and abstract from problems of cost-effectiveness and community insurance. This is the situation where local cost and need parameters are not variable, or can be observed by the central government and used in the determination of fiscal grants. Then the two regimes can be compared entirely with respect to their performance with respect to inter-and intra-regional targeting.
In this case the market demand y * n of the nonpoor in any given region is known to the central government while setting the level of the expenditure grant G i . In a centralized bureaucracy, the leakage to the nonpoor can be predicted perfectly by the central government.
In what follows we can suppress the notation for the local cost or need parameter. Since the welfare function is additively separable across regions we can also focus on a given region i. The service delivery to the poor y c i induced by the centralized regime maximizes
where I(y) denotes an indicator function taking the value 1 if y > 0, and 0 otherwise.
Provision of the good to the poor thus entails a 'fixed' cost consisting of the leakage of the good to the nonpoor, besides the variable cost. It is evident that if the service is delivered in positive quantity to this region, y c i satisfies the first-order condition
The corresponding fiscal grant per poor resident in the region equals
in the case that the service is provided at all to this region, and zero otherwise. The resulting level of (per capita) welfare in this region is
Figures 4 and 5 depict the pattern of service provision and fiscal grants across regions of varying poverty rates. The centralized delivery pattern is discontinuous, represented by the union of the two lines bc and def . The decentralized pattern is depicted by the locus adeg.
In regions with a low poverty rate, the relative number of nonpoor residents is large, causing larger leakages to the black market, raising the cost of delivering a given level of services to a representative poor person. Hence for sufficiently prosperous regions, marked L in the figures with poverty rate below π * 1 , the centralized system will not provide any services at all. Regions above this threshold will see a uniform level of delivery to poor residents, as shown by the line def in Figure 4 (assuming that the cost is the same across all regions, otherwise corresponding adjustments will be made). The size of the grant necessary to achieve this has make allowance for the anticipated leakage to the nonpoor, and this leakage rate is lower in poorer regions. Hence for regions M and H above the threshold, the size of the per capita grant will be smaller in poorer regions, creating a misleading appearance of an inter-regional targeting failure (see Figure 5 , where the per capita grant above the threshold is depicted by the locus df ). The grant is smaller in poorer regions precisely because such regions are expected to experience lower (intra-regional) targeting failures, so a smaller grant is necessary to ensure a uniform level of service.
INSERT FIGURES 4 AND 5 HERE
Now turn to the decentralized system. Here too the nature of leakage to the nonpoor can be predicted by the central government, given its knowledge of the level of capture that the local government is prone to. The per capita supply y d to the community may be set at less than π i y * , in which case it is targeted perfectly. Or it exceeds π i y * + (1 − π i )y * n , in which case the leakage to the nonpoor exceeds that under the centralized system. Intervening levels of supply are not worthwhile since all units at the margin go to the nonpoor, the benefit of which outweighs the fiscal cost, so the central government would cut the size of the grant to finance a per capita provision of π i y * . In countries with weak fiscal capacity and with large black markets (i.e., both λ and y * n are large), the scale of the program is not going to be large enough to accommodate the entire demand of the nonpoor. In such a case, the program will be set at a level not exceeding π i y * . Assume for the time being that this is indeed the case: it will turn out to not matter for our main conclusion below.
Then the decentralized system will achieve perfect intracommunity targeting, but is constrained in the scale of the program by the ceiling π i y * that depends on the extent of local capture δ l i (depicted by the locus heg in Figure 4 . As local capture increases this ceiling is lowered. The optimal provision of service to the poor y d under decentralization solves the problem of maximizing
subject to the constraint y ≤ y * (δ l i ). In words, it is constrained both by political capture of the central government (since this is reflected in its imputed cost of financing the grant that is incorporated in the objective function (30))), and the capture of the local government (which determines the amount of provision that the local government can be trusted to target correctly, as incorporated in the constraint). The unconstrained solution coincides exactly with the optimal provision y c i in the centralized regime (whenever the latter is positive), because in such a case only the level of capture at the central level matters (and in identical fashion) in both the centralized and decentralized regimes. The resulting pattern of deliveries to the poor under decentralization is depicted by the locus adeg in Figure 4 , and the corresponding per capita grants is depicted by the locus aeg in Figure 5 .
Service delivery levels under the two regimes diverge in either of two situations. First, in especially poor regions marked H in the figures, the constraint concerning local targeting in problem (30) will bind, whence the decentralized system will deliver a smaller service level than the centralized one. In Figures 4 and 5 we assume that the threshold π * 2 where the constraint binds in the decentralized system exceeds the threshold π * 1 where the centralized system begins to deliver to the poor, thus creating the three regions L, I and H. 20 It is evident that the local targeting constraint binds if and only if δ l i ≥ (1 + λ)δ n , so the threshold π * 2 corresponds to a level of local capture which equals (1 + λ)δ n . This gets reversed in regions with poverty below the threshold π * 1 , the decentralized system delivers to the poor, while the centralized one does not. Hence the levels of service delivery (and corresponding per capita welfare levels) under the two regimes cannot be ordered in general. In the low poverty L region the delivery performance of the decentralized system is superior, and so is the level of welfare generated. In contrast, the centralized system delivers more in the high poverty H region, though at the expense of a lower targeting efficiency, so the welfare comparison is ambiguous here. However for sufficiently large poverty rate the targeting inefficiency of the centralized system shrinks to zero, and so does the service delivery rate under decentralization. Ultimately the centralized system must therefore generate higher welfare. In the I region with intermediate poverty the two regimes deliver the same amounts to the poor, but the centralized system experiences targeting failures, so the decentralized regime welfare dominates here. 21
The corresponding pattern of (per capita) fiscal grants in the two systems is depicted in Figure 5 . Since the decentralized system involves no leakage at all, the per capita grants follow the same shape as the service delivery levels. In the low poverty L region, it therefore generates a uniform per capita grant, higher than under the centralized system. In all other 20 The reader can check that our qualitative conclusions below will continue to hold in the opposite case. 21 The conclusion that decentralization dominates in terms of service delivery and welfare in low and intermediate poverty regions will be further reinforced if we drop the constraint the per capita delivery under the decentralized system will be set at or below πiy * , so as to ensure absence of any targeting failures. If the scale of the program is larger, thus permitting the decentralized system to divert part of the incremental services to the nonpoor, the service delivery levels to the poor must also increase. This is because the sole rationale for the expansion of the program from the perspective of the party in power at the central government is that the benefit in terms of votes of the poor outweigh the cost of the expansion that falls on the nonpoor. Welfare must go up since the social welfare function assigns a higher relative welfare weight to the interests of the poor than do political parties. At the other extreme, if the local poverty rate is sufficiently high, the targeting failures under decentralization will be large enough to ensure that service levels and welfare will drop below that under centralization. So the qualitative conclusion is unaffected.
regions, it is easy to see that the centralized regime involves higher per capita grants. 22
Excluding the L region, therefore, decentralization will tend to shrink the volume of fiscal transfers, owing partly to better targeting, and partly to lower service deliveries in the H region.
Underlying the contrast between outcomes of the two regimes is the reversal of the pattern of targeting failures. The centralized regime experiences the greatest targeting failures in the low poverty regions, owing to large black markets. The decentralized regime experiences the greatest targeting failures in the high poverty regions, owing to poor governance at the local level. The poor in the high poverty regions tend to be worse off as a result of decentralization, while the poor in the low poverty regions benefit.
These results are qualitatively unaltered in the case where targeting incentives for central bureaucrats are provided by monitoring and punishment threats. Assume that with a given probability p the corrupt activities of a bureaucrat will be exposed and followed by imposition of penalties that are proportional to the amount of the service diverted to the black market. With probability 1 − p no penalties will be imposed. Then the bureaucrat's decision concerning diversion will be similar to the tax compliance decision studied by Allingham and Sandmo (1972) and Yitzhaki (1974) . If the bureaucrat's relative risk aversion is constant, a constant fraction of services will be diverted to the black market, unless the bureaucrat is constrained by the size of the demand on the black market. Since the black market is smaller in a low poverty region, it is plausible that a lower fraction will be diverted to the black market in such regions. This generates exactly the same pattern of targeting failures as in the case without any monitoring: targeting failures are higher in low poverty regions, the opposite of the outcome under decentralization.
One difference, however, from our previous analysis is that there may no longer be a nonconvexity in centralized provision. If region i is characterized by a fraction c i which is diverted to the black market, where c i is a decreasing function of the poverty rate, then the service delivery level in the centralized mode for this region will solve the first order 22 To the right of π * 1 the centralized regime provides the same or greater service level to the poor, and also involves leakages to the nonpoor.
and service provision to the poor is an increasing function of the poverty rate, just as before. The difference is that the program need not be shut down in regions with very low poverty rates. The corresponds patterns of service delivery and fiscal grants are depicted in Figures 6 and 7 respectively. 23 All the previous qualitative results continue to hold, with the exception that it is now possible that the size of grants under the decentralized regime is uniformly lower in all regions.
INSERTS FIGURES 6 AND 7 HERE
Concluding Comments
The purpose of this paper has been to develop an analytical framework to discuss the effects of delegating authority over the delivery of an antipoverty program to local governments rather than to bureaucrats appointed by a central government that is ill equipped to monitor and control discretionary behavior at the local level. Experimentation with such patterns of decentralization have recently become widespread throughout developing countries, motivated primarily to reduce corruption and targeting inefficiencies in the delivery system.
The nature of decentralization, their effects and corresponding policy implications differ fundamentally from those typically analyzed in the traditional literature on fiscal federalism.
Local governments are granted a very limited form of autonomy, only over procurement and distribution of the merit good in question, while central governments retain all authority over revenues and disbursement of grants to local areas. Despite the fact that the program may not be subject to any economies of scale or interregional spillovers, decentralization does not necessarily welfare dominate centralized delivery.
The primary problem with the decentralized delivery mode is the proneness of local governments to pressure from local elites to divert supplies. These reflect weaknesses in the 23 In the centralized case the pattern of grants is decreasing in the local poverty rate, assuming that the coefficient of inequality aversion represented by
is greater than one.
functioning of a fair electoral process at the local level, lower levels of political awareness among the poor, and the tendency for wealthier groups to form special interest groups that contribute to campaign finance of political parties. The anti-poor bias, and hence targeting failures under decentralization, tend to be more severe in regions with high poverty rates.
The centralized mode is vulnerable to similar forms of political capture at the national level, in addition to problems of black market diversion and bureaucratic corruption resulting from weak monitoring and incentive systems. However the cross-sectional pattern of targeting failures gets reversed: high poverty regions are prone to lower intra-community targeting failures under centralization because of the smaller scale of black markets. Hence intraregional targeting improves with decentralization in low poverty regions, and worsens in high poverty regions.
In our model decentralization enhances the cost-effectiveness of the delivery system, and reduces bureaucratic corruption. Neither system is successful in providing local communities with insurance with respect to random variations in region-wide need or service cost that cannot be verified by the central government. The decentralized system also tends to exhibit superior intra-regional targeting efficiency. However, it may be accompanied by a smaller scale of delivery compared with the centralized model; the cutbacks are likely to be particularly severe in poorer regions, resulting in a poorer inter-regional targeting performance.
It is our hope that these predictions can be tested empirically in future research. Evidence for the connection between targeting and decentralization does not appear to be currently available. 24 The existing literature does however provide evidence concerning the relation of targeting of antipoverty programs to the scale of the program and the local poverty rate for specific countries or programs: e.g., Lanjouw and Ravallion (1999) for India, Ravallion (1999) for Argentina, and Galasso and Ravallion (2000) for Bangladesh. These papers generally find that intra-regional targeting performance improves with the scale of the program, which is consistent with the pattern predicted by our model for the centralized regime. 25 In the case of the Bangladesh education program, Galasso and Ravallion (2000) 24 For a survey of the existing evidence see Mookherjee (2001) .
25 The Indian data pertains to National Sample Survey data for 1993-94, a period when the Indian anti-find inferior targeting performance within communities with greater land inequality, which provides support for the 'local capture' phenomenon that underlies our model.
For the sake of theoretical clarity, our analysis made a number of simplifying assumptions. These include assumptions concerning only two categories of citizens within each community, absence of trade across different communities, complete non-participation of the poor in election campaign activities, inelastic market demand for the good or service in question, self-interested behavior and absence of disciplinary mechanisms for centrally appointed bureaucrats, absence of self-targeting mechanisms or matching grants that would permit some community insurance, absence of any information at the central government level concerning local needs, costs or service allocations, and so on. Many of these assumptions may not be applicable in any real situation. Our model should be viewed as a convenient benchmark, where we derived the consequences of one set of assumptions. It can hopefully be used to explore the effects of variations in assumptions that seem pertinent to particular applications. We leave such explorations to future research.
poverty programs tended to be centralized by and large. So the findings of Lanjouw and Ravallion are consistent with our model. The Bangladesh program studied by Galasso and Ravallion on the other hand pertains to a decentralized program, but in this case the effect of scale on targeting happens to be statistically insignificant, so does not provide strong evidence against our model. The Argentinian evidence studied in Ravallion (1999) concerns an employment program which appears to have an important decentralized administered component, but the evidence here deals with targeting across rather than within communities, so does not relate to our predictions concerning intra-community targeting. 
